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Co-Wi ers of $50K
Competition amed
By Aileen Tang
STAFF REPORTER

"If the companies founded by
MIT graduates and faculty formed
an independent nation, the revenues
produced by the companies would
make that nation the 24th largest
economy in the world," noted a
report prepared by the BankBoston
economics
department
entitled
"MIT: The Impact ofInnovation."
The
annual
MIT
$50K
Entrepreneurship
Competition has
done more than propel the innovative trends that have risen out of
MIT. In its nine-year history, the
competition has facilitated over 30
companies
with more than $180
million in aggregate market value
and created more than 500 job
opportunities.
Last Thursday night, the final
awards
ceremony
marked
the
grand finale to this year's competition when Direct Hit and Volunteer
Community
Connection
were
announced as co-grand-prize-winners, with Carsoft as the runner-up.
Other
1998 $50K finalists

included: Akamai Technologies,
developer of global hosting service;
Silicon Test, provider of probe cards
for semiconductor chip testing; and
WeddingBell.com,
an Internetbased, full service, wedding gift
registry system.
Keynote speaker at the awards
ceremony
was
William
A.
Porter '67, chairman and founder of
the ETrade Group, Inc. Porter
emphasized the importance of entrepreneurialism. "It's the accomplishment of doing it that really counts,"
he said. "There's just no shortage of
things to be done in our society for
the benefit of society."
For the first time in the history of
the competition,
grand prizes of
$30,000 each were awarded to the
two co-winners, while $10,000 went
to the runner-up. The competition
normally awards $30,000 to one
grand prize winner and $10,000
each to two runners-up.
This year's cash prizes do not
quite add up to $50K, explained
Sally A Shepard G, the lead organizer of the competition. The judges

DENNIS

Baritone Chris Trakas and pianist
Saturday In Kresge Auditorium.

came to a deadlock on the grand
prize, she said. "We were kind of
perplexed by that, so the committee
decided to announce
two grand
prize winners."

Marek Zebrowski

perform at the MIT affiliated

"In the obel Prize and things of
that kind [when there are co-winners], it's customary to split the
prize,"
said
David
T.
Morgenthaler '40, who announced

l'ANCn

artist

TIlE 71-.('/1

concert

the winner . "But no, that would
never do for MIT ... With the help
of an extremely generous donor,
$50K, Page 19

Extra $200,000 for Activities Will Be Available Next Fall
By Dan McGuire
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Student government representatives and administrators will meet
soon to finalize plans for allocating
Provost
Joel Moses'
$200,000
increase in student activities funding.

Moses announced in March that
he would increase student activities
funding to $300,000.
That sum
included the approximately $90,000
allocated
to the Undergraduate
Association but does not include the
roughly
$75,000
given to the

Graduate Student Council. Graduate
and undergraduate
groups will
receive a total of about $400,000 in
the 1998-1999 school year.
Members
of several student
governments,
including the U A,
the GSC, the Association
of
Student Activities, and the Office
of
Residence
and
Campus
Activities have met already to discuss how to portion out the new
funds.
"We've
just basically
agreed that there will be a portion
going to the GSC and some to the
UA, and some portion will be set
aside for large events such as the
Spring Weekend and other large

events," said GSC President Brian
J. Schneider G.
"A lot of work needs to be done,
mostly by students, to decide how to
allo ate it," said Dean of Students
and Undergraduate
Education
Rosalind H. Williams. "We're not
going to wait until all of that is
worked out before the money is
available," she added.
Administrators will also meet to
discuss how to portion out the
funds, said VA President Dedric A.
Carter '98. He said that some
administrators were pushing to set
aside a certain percentage of the
allocation
for specific
types of

events, such as concerts or carnivals.
"The provost was very interested
in stimulating
entertainment
on
campus," Carter said. Ideas discussed included financing Spring
Carnival and adding a new Fall
Carnival. There was some discussion about funding two campuswide social events a term, he said.
The goal would be to have activities
cooperate to run the new events.
Carter cautioned that funding decisions were not final. "We haven't
talked about percentages yet," he
Funding, Page 9

lIS Commences Experiment to Place

Clusters at McCormick and Burton
By Susan Buchman
STAFF REPORTER

Information Systems is working
to make sure that dormitory residents no longer have to trudge to the
Student Center in the rain to check
their e-mail.
liS is beginning
a one-year
experiment to place Athena clusters
and Quickstations in residence halls
on the west side of campus to gauge
demand and frequency of use. These
clusters will help US to understand
the problems and expenses in scaling the experiment to include more
residence halls.

McCormick, Burton get clusters

CHUN HUA ZHENG--THE

TECH

Santi Gularso performs "Oleg Tambulllingan" at the Gamelan
Galek Tlka presentation on Balinese culture last Friday.

This is the last scheduled issue of The
Tech for the spring semester. Summer
issues will be published
on June 5
(Commencement),
June 12, July 8, and
Aug. 5. The Tech will publish daily during
Orientation beginning Aug. 24 and will
resume regular publication in September.

Comics Special

Athena clusters will be installed
in McCormick
Hall and BurtonConner House this summer, according to Oliver Thomas, a consultant
with Information Systems. They are
scheduled to remain there for one
year, after which liS will consider
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the success of the trial project.
Burton-Conner and McCormick
were chosen because they initially
expressed interest in having a cluster, said Naomi B. Schmidt, manager of educational planning and support for US.
Five Athena Quickstations
are
scheduled to be placed in residence
halls further from campus, but the
specifics have not yet been decided.
According to Schmidt, the clusters are a one-year experiment to see
"how they are used, what works,
and how financing will be done."
There is also the possibility that
ethernet drops will be installed in
areas of dormitories where students
do group work, Schmidt said. These
clusters will also serve as a test
model for the new dormitory scheduled to be constructed in the year
2000.
Thomas said that he wi II be
meeting with students in the affect-

Bioengineering
opportunities
will expand with
a new division.
Page 8

ed dormitories to di cu s what they
would like to see. Schmidt plans to
distribute a questionnaire before and
after the experiment to find out how
students are using the residential
clusters.

Cost , other details still uncertain
Many issues surrounding
the
clusters
are still
undecided.
Decisions will be made in the next
two weeks regarding the number of
machines and the locations within
the dormitories. Physical Plant must
also be consulted regarding energy
considerations.
"House governments
and students will not incur any of the cost
of the clusters," Thomas said.
The preliminary budget calls for
A thena to bear the cost of the
machines and yearly support costs,
for US to cover the network drops,
and for other departments to cover
incidental costs such as furniture.
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Albright to Resume
By Meeting With

ediation B-d
etan ahu

ce

LOS ANGELES TIMES
WASHI

GTO

On the day he had hoped to pre ide over the tart of a new round
of Middle Ea t peace talk, President Clinton in tead Monday directed ecretary of tate Madeleine Albright to tart anew on the ta k of
trying to persuade Israel to accept U.. condition for a ummit.
Albright will meet Wednesday in Wa hington with I raeli Prime
Mini ter Benjamin
etanyahu in the wake of his rejection of a U..
proposal that the administration had et a a condition for I raeliPale tinian-U .. talks.
It wa an embarras ing turn of events for Clinton, who had given
etanyahu and Palestinian Authority Pre ident Ya er Arafat until
Monday to settle a festering interim dispute to clear the way for the
tart of negotiations over a final peace treaty.
Although the administration had hinted that Wa hington might
end its role a Middle East go-between if the Israelis and Palestinians
rejected a .. formula to break a 14-month stalemate, Clinton
ordered an immediate resumption of U.. mediation.
Clinton held a White Hou e meeting Monday with his top Middle
East strategists and afterward expres ed "regret" that Monday's
planned meeting with etanyahu and Arafat had fallen through.

United Arab Emirates To Buy
Lockheed Martin F-16s
W-ISHINGTON POST
WASHI

GTON

The United Arab Emirates will announce Tuesday that it has chosen Lockheed Martin Corp. 's F-16 fighter over competing European
aircraft in a deal worth up to $6 billion, according to industry and
government sources.
Vice President AI Gore will join Crown Prince heik Khalifa bin
Zayed al- ahyan in making the announcement after a separate visit
the prince will have with President Clinton at the White House. The
deal could cover as many a 80 F-16s, which are made at a plant in
Fort Worth.
The F-16, a mainstay of the U.S. Air Force arsenal and a popular
multipurpose fighter used by several U.S. allies, including Israel and
Jordan, is being chosen over the competing French-made Rafale
fighter and the Eurofighter.
The choice of the F-16 is a huge boo t for Bethesda, Md.-based
Lockheed Martin because the U. . Air Force has largely concluded
its purchases of the plane, which will be replaced in the next century
by the Joint trike Fighter. Largely on the strength of international
sales, the F-16 remains one of the top-selling products made by
Lockheed Martin.

•

By Thomas W. Uppman
THE WASHI GraN

POST
WASH)

GTO

This i not what
ecretary of
tate Madeleine K. Albright had in
mind when he went to India late
la t year to promote a wide-ranging
new relationship of cooperation that
would lay to re t the year of Cold
War su picion between Wa hington
and ew Delhi.
With its announcement Monday
that it had tested three nuclear
weapons, India brushed aside a
series of appeals from the Clinton
administration, which as recently as
last week had cautioned again t
such a step. The news caught the
United tates by surprise and drew
strong criticism from senior officials, who said they are considering
tough U.S. economic sanctions.
The announcement negated what
the State Department, in its most
recent report to Congress on the
nuclear threat in South Asia, had
called "a top U.S. priority" - persuading India not to resume testing.
In the broader
relationship
between the two countries, the tests
could ruin years of effort by the
administration.
The Commerce
Department,
through
its "Big
Emerging Markets" program, has
fostered U.S. investment in India's
formerly closed economy. The State
Department has sought not only to
end the South Asian arms race but
to begin a new relationship
with
India, which was aligned with
Moscow during the Cold War.

LOS ANGELES TIMES
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By Justin Gillis and Rick Weiss
SAN JOSE. CALIF.

Apple Computer announced a new strategy for upgrading its
operating system software that the company and some key software
developers agree will make it far ea ier to produce products for the
Macintosh.
Mac OS X, slated for release in fall 1999, will al 0 enhance the
system's speed and stability, and allow several programs to run
simultaneously,
interim CEO teve Jobs said at Apple's annual
developer conference Monday.
Apple hopes its new strategy will shore up support among its
restive developer - many of whom have reduced their Macintosh
efforts or abandoned the platfoml altogether in favor of the far-larger
Microsoft Windows market.
Adobe, as well as Microsoft and Macromedia, all important
Macintosh developers, greeted the plan enthusiastically.
Support
from such companies could dictate Apple's long-term viability.
Apple hopes that such endorsements will help recapture consumers who have avoided buying a Macintosh due to an erosion in
long-tenn support among software developers.

WEATHER
Definitely May-Be Better_
By Gerard Roe
ST.-IFF JfETEORO/.()(ifST

At long last the mid-level cut-off low pressure system, which has
held such a death grip over us for the past ten days or so, will finally
move offshore as a developing high pressure ridge dipping southwards from Canada squeezes the low eastward. Skies will clear during today. The winds will still be onshore however, which will keep
some low level moisture around. Temperatures will be capped at the
mid 50s by the coast, with inland areas a few degrees higher.
Wednesday will be completely dry with the sun making a prolonged
and concerted appearance. The daytime temperatures along the shore
will be dictated by the wind direction but inland, temperatures will
reach into the mid 60s. In the longer term, another low pressure system coming from the west will try to eat away at the East Coast high
pressure later on Thursday and into Friday. If the high is able to withstand the onslaught, we will see a few more sunny days. Otherwise
the early weekend could see a return to wetter weather.
Today: Overnight rain clearing early. Skies clearing by aftemoon.
Blustery winds from off the ocean. High 56°F (13°C).
Tonight: Mostly clear. Low 46°F (8°C).
Wednesday:
Hard to believe. Mostly sunny. High 60°F (16°C).
Low 47°F (8°C).
Thursday: Partly cloudy. High in the upper 60s (18-21°C). Low
around 50°F (10°C).

certainly going to train our relations," which he aid have been
"better in the past two or three year
than at any time in history."
The Indian te ts are "a hocking
development,
and an enormous
blow to our relationship,"
aid en.
Sam Brownback (R-Kan.), chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
ubcommittee
on the region. He
called for quick implementation of
sanctions that appear to be mandatory under U.S. law.
The law requires the president,
within 30 days of certifying that any
country other than the five declared
nuclear powers has exploded
a
nuclear device, to cut off all military
sales and aid, block all credit and
loan guarantees by U.S. government
agencies, oppose loans in international development
banks, block
credit by private U.S. banks and
prohibit the export of any technology that could be used for military
purposes. The sanctions are mandatory - no waiver is authorized.
The United States is India's
biggest trading partner, although the
overall commercial relationship is
relatively
small: two-way trade
exceeded $9 billion in 1995, the last
year for which the State Department
had complete figures. U.S. companies accounted for 42 percent of all
foreign investment in India in the
first half of this decade, according to
the Commerce Department.
Washington
has never been a
major supplier of economic or military aid to India.

Private Finn Announces Plans
To Map Entire Human Genome
..

Apple Announces New'Strategy for
Operating System Upgrade

orne independent analy t said
the damage could be limited if
India, having demonstrated the ability and the political will to te t, now
signs the Comprehen ive Te t Ban
Treaty. But officials
aid they
detected no igns Monday of uch
an outcome.
"We are deeply disappointed by
India'
deci ion to test nuclear
weapons," White Hou e national
security adviser Sandy Berger aid.
Berger said Pre ident Clinton has
not abandoned his plan to visit India
later this year, because "we have a
better chance at de-escalating, or at
least slowing, these kinds of actions
if we remain engaged than if we
don't."
Another senior official, speaking
on condition he not be named, said
the Indian announcement
was "a
kick in the teeth" because India's
top cabinet aides had assured U.S.
amba sador to the United Nations
Bill Richardson during his recent
visit that they wanted improved ties
to the United States, and gave him
no hint they were contemplating
underground tests.
Richardson recommended Indian
"restraint" in response to a recent
Pakistani missile test, as did other
officials in meetings here with an
Indian delegation last week, a State
Department official said.
"I'm very disappointed,"
said
Rep. Bill McCollum (R-Fla.), cochairman
of the Congressional
Caucus on India and a longtime
advocate of better relations. "It's

THE WASHINGTON POST
WASHINGTON

Scientists
Monday said they
would form a new company in
Rockville, Md., that aims to unravel
the entire human genetic code by
the year 200 I, four years sooner
than the federal government expects
to complete a similar project.
The privately funded enterprise,
which backer said could be completed for perhaps one-tenth the cost
of the govemment program, raised
immediate questions about the relevance and future of the $3 billion,
IS-year federal effort. It also raised
fresh concerns about the prospect of
the human genetic code being
expropriated by entrepreneurs who
plan to patent and sell access to the
most medically valuable parts.
Some biotechnology experts not
involved in the new company raved
about the venture, saying it promises to generate enormous amounts of
genetic data that may quickly be
translated into better diagnostic tests
and treatments for diseases.
But other experts expressed
skepticism that the company could
achieve its ambitious goals, saying
the new technology
remains
unproven and the novel analytical
approach to be used may generate
less useful information than other
methods.
Federal officials said the accelerating govemment effort to find and
decode all 60,000 or more genes in
the human body would remain on its
current course for the next 12 to 18
months, by which time it will be
clearer whether the project should
change its approach to accommodate the new players in the field.
"It would be vastly premature to
go out and ... change the plan of our
genome centers,"
said Francis
Collins,
head of the
ational
Human Genome Research Institute,
the branch of the ational Institutes
of Health that co-directs the federal

effort with the Department
of
Energy.
The new company - not yet
named - will be led by J. Craig
Venter, a pioneer in finding fast,
cheap ways to decode genetic information. It will be backed by PerkinElmer Corp. of Norwalk, Conn., a
major supplier of equipment
for
genetic analysis, and will depend on
machines developed
by PerkinElmer.
The new venture, which expects
to go into operation early in 1999,
will be 80 percent owned by PerkinElmer.
The company
will employ
between 400 and 800 people to run
230 specialized new machines each about the size of a minibar
refrigerator - that will operate 24
hours a day decoding information
from human genes that have been
isolated from sperm and other cells,
Venter said. The electric bill alone
is expected to hit $5,000 a day.
Several biotechnology
companies, including
Human Genome
Sciences, are in the business of
deeoding genetic information and
selling it to pharmaceutical companies and others who hope to profit.
Most of these biotech companies
claim to have decoded more than 80
percent of human genes already,
although
the function
of most
remains a mystery.
These companies
have been
granted scores of patents on their
genetic discoveries,
raising fears
among some critics that a handful of
companies will control the commercialization of a vast and potentially
lucrative biological resource. Those
fears arose again Monday with
Venter's announcement of his new
project.
"Even though they are promising
public access, they control the terms
and there is a history of terms being
more onerous than is acceptable to
most scientists,"
said Maynard
Olson, a medical geneticist at the

4
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University of Washington.
Venter said that with the exception of perhaps 100 to 300 genetic
sequences that he expects will show
special commercial
promise, the
company will make all the genetic
information
available free to the
world's
scientists.
"It would be
morally wrong to hold the data
hostage and keep it secret," he said.
Perkin-Elmer senior vice president Michael W. Hunkapiller said
the company will make money by
analyzing the genetic information
and then selling the results to pharmaceutical companies. The company
also plans to analyze the tiny genetic
differences between individuals, as
opposed to getting a "generic" genetic sequence for the average human
being. That new level of information,
also being sought by federal laboratories, may help drug companies customize medicines for individuals or
small groups of people.
Venter's technique will differ
markedly
from those used by
biotech companies. Those companies use a shortcut that deliberately
omits large amounts of information
whose role in the body is unclear.
By contrast,
Venter's
project
aims to unravel every bit of genetic
information, regardless of whether
it's suspected to be useful, and to
organize the resulting database into
a massive and readily consulted
blueprint of human life.
To do so, the Perkin-Elmer
machines will use a controversial
approach called "shotgun
whole
genome sequencing."
Instead of
focusing on large pieces of DNA,
this process decodes tiny pieces that
later must be assembled like interlocking pieces of a jigsaw puzzle.
Because of the added difficulty of
dealing with so many small pieces,
the resulting picture of the human
genome is likely to be peppered
with more and larger holes than that
produced by the federal program,
Collins said.

,
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The U.. Po tal ervice won p rmi ion onday to increase the price
of a letter to 33 cent, a one-cent hike
at po tal regulator
aid they doubt
e agency, which ha rung up nnual profit of more than I billion for
three year running, need before
January 'at the earlie t."
At the ame time, regulators cut
the agency's reque ted rate increases for bulk mailer, reduced rates
for heavy fir t-class letter
and
increased po tage rates for periodicals and newspaper.
Members of the independent
Postal Rate Commi sion expressed
concern that the cash-rich Po tal
Service had "seriously mise timated
it need for a rate hike," but "reluctantly" approved the reque ted hike
nonetheless.
Chairman Edward J.
Gleiman said the panel endorsed the

incr a e be au
it had no legal
baui to halleng the agency' multiyear billion-dollar
pending program that underpinned the reque t.
Ju t when the new rate will b
impo ed will be up to the Po tal
ervic 's Board of Go ernor , a
pre identially appointed panel that
o er ee the nation' m il ervice.
orne enior po tal e ecutive
have aid they will pre ure the go ernor , who meet June 2, to impo e
the new rates a oon a po sible,
perhaps within 90 day. In private
se sion with the governors, they
have argued that the agency could
'era h and bum" unless it quickly
spend billions on new equipment to
ucce sfully compete with the growing competition
from e-mail and
other form of electronic communication.
At a news conference announcing the deci ion, Gleiman pointedly
que tioned whether the agency

I S Reaches Limit on High-Tech
Workers, Stops Issuing ew VISas
THE WASHINGTON POST
WASHI

By Jack Nelson
.

WASHINGTON

Mike
McCurry,
President
• Iinton's beleaguered press secre"'lIIIfary,on Monday accused journalists
of bias in their coverage of Clinton
administration scandals and said the
American people are more fairminded and "more likely to believe
in the presumption of innocence."
McCurry, who has undergone
what he termed 'four months of
uninterrupted negative press coverage since controversy erupted over
the president's dealings with former
White House intern Monica S.
Lewinsky, said Americans appreciate the work Clinton has done on
issu(,':simportant to th'em and would
just as soon have journalists
stop
writing about scandals.
Appearing weary at times during

a spirited breakfast session with
reporters and editors at the Los
Angeles
Times
bureau
in
Washington, McCurry conceded that
the administration
has refused to
answer
many questions
about
alleged Democratic
fund-raising
improprieties and other investigations. But he said legal con iderations restrict the flow of information.
The White House, which once
provided
information
on
Democratic fund raising, has adopted "a different
posture" and no
longer provides its spokesmen with
information to reply to reporters'
questions, McCurry said.
Expressing his own frustration
with the policy, he said, "If you're
not going to get the information that
you can use to answer questions
there's not much you can ... do to
affect those circumstances.
You

u.S. Official's Praise for Croatian
Nationalist Angers Bosnia Leader
LOS A GELES TIMES

A enior U.. official's praise for one of Croatia's mo t strident
nationali ts ha triggered a bitter diplomatic row and invited unu ualIy har h words from the Mu lim president of Bosnia.
The anger of President Alija Izetbegovic come at a time his
cooperation is needed in delicate negotiations over refugee return ,
restructuring th~ national media and other unresolved elements of the
Bosnian peace proce s.
Washington is one of Sarajevo's principal allies, with Americans
holding key position in all peacekeeping organizations here, so it
was startling to see such a public show of displea ure from the
Bosnian leader toward a U.S. official.
It all began with the death from cancer of Croatian Defen e
Minister Gojko
usak, a hard-line nationalist who directed the
wartime revolt by Bosnian Croats against the Muslim-led Bosnian
government. The Bosnian Croats wanted to secede and join Croatia, a
goal that Susak encouraged. The mini-war that followed claimed
thousands of live until a U.S.-brokered agreement in 1994 halted the
fighting.
Susak is a national hero in Croatia but is seen by many Bosnians
as a warmonger. Still, Jacques P. Klein, an American diplomat and
the No.2 international mediator in Bosnia, eulogized Susak as an
exemplary leader.
Under Klein's orders and without higher clearance, the office
issued a statement last week lamenting Susak'
May 3 death and
praising his role in building peace.

basically have to tough it out."
McCurry suggested
that the
Washington
press corps doesn't
believe Clinton's denial of a sexual
relationship
with
Lewinsky.
Looking around the room at 30
Times
journalists,
he
said,
"Everybody here - be honest about
it - there is not a person in this
room who still has any presumption
of innocence with respect to the
president.. .. I think it affects the
way you cover the story."
Clinton and Lewinsky both have
denied having a sexual relationship,
but Independent Counsel Kenneth
W. Starr has been investigating the
matter since January, when Linda R.
Tripp, then a friend of Lewinsky,
provided him with tapes of ecretly
recorded phone conversations
in
which Lewinsky indicated she had
an affair with the president.
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The Immigration and
aturalization
ervice Monday topped
i suing new vi as for temporary high-tech workers, aying it ha
already reached the category'
annual limit. The move injected
urgency into congre sional efforts to raise the cap.
en. pencer Abraham (R-Mich.), spon or of a bill to address
what he call a "critical shortage of high-tech worker ," said the I S
announcement ha made pa age of his measure "urgent" and that he
hope for a vote as early as Tuesday.
But the Clinton administration oppo es rai ing the cap without
also reforming the vi a program for these foreign employees to protect U .. worker and provide more training for Americans seeking
entry into high-tech fields.
The visa program, called H-I S, allows as many as 65,000 skilled
foreign workers to enter the United States every year on "temporary"
vi a valid for up to six year . Largely because of increasing demand
from high-tech companie , the cap was hit la t year for the first time.
ow the limit ha been reached again - nearly five months before
the end of fi cal 1998 on ept. 30.
Unles legislation rai es the cap, the I
said, employer now
may petition for new H-I B worker only if their employment begin
on or after Oct. I, when a a new 65,000 visa limit takes effect with
the start offiscal 1999.

could spend the $720 million for
new equipment it has budgeted for
thi ye r, becau e it ha pent only
116 million thus far.
The rate commi
ion did not
give the Po tal ervice a number of
increa e it wanted, lopping onethird off the 2.4 billion in new revenue it ought. The commi ion id
it cut that much off becau e the
agency has failed to properly calculate the benefit
of lower-thanexpected inflation" since it filed it
request in July. "The commission
believes that the Po tal ervice i
unlikely - in the absence of either
the economy going into free fall, a
pending binge or orne very creative accounting - to incur any of
the 1.4 billion loss it projected for
fi cal year 1998," Gleiman aid.
Indeed, Postma ter General
Marvin T. Runyon has said the
agency should make more than I
billion thi year a well.

Press Secretary McCurry Accuses
Reporters of Bias Against Clinton
LOS ANGELES TIMES
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AY

Research, & Careers
14 Academics,
Meeting*
.
18 Orientation Band Selection Meeting *
,

20 Activities Meeting *
22 Friday Social *
26

Housing & Community Affairs
Meeting *

~ J U N E
Charles Pub Board of
02 Muddy Governors
Meeting *

03 General Council Meeting *
* at 5:30pm in Room 50-220.
All graduate students are welcome. Food is provided.
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Thre year ago, the Committe
on the Undergraduate
Program inaugurated what wa then billed a three-year e p riment in intermediate +/- modifiers on grade . The modifiers
wer to b internal only. Thi year, the deadline for det rmining
what would be done cam and
went; ultimately, the CUP and th
faculty were unprepared to decide
the i ue, and they have po tponed
it until the fall.
At thi point, it i unclear whether the deci ion to po tpone
a vote on intermediate grade wa intentional or merely the
re ult of poor organization.
everthele
,the continuation
of
the +/- grading experiment i unfortunC\te.
The la t three year have provided ample time for con idering tudent and faculty view about intermediate grade. There
ha been plenty of time over the pring term to con ider the'
i ue. La t fall, an online urvey gathered undergraduate'
opinion on the matter, and there ha been plenty of time to examine
the re ult ofthi
urvey.
Po tponing the i ue until fall demon trate the faculty's
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acto Policy?

lack of concern about i ue that matter to the tudent body.
tudent have regularly expre
ed mi giving over intermediate
grade.
tudent oppo ition to intermediate
grade wa inten e
when the experiment began. Three year later little ha changed.
tudent believe that if intermediate
grade were included on
their tran cript , academic pre ure would increa e. Ultimately,
increa ing the re olution of grade - int rnally or externally doe nothing to improve the education the In titute provide
to
it tudent.
final problem with continuing the grading experiment for
ix more month i that the experiment i lowly becoming a de
facto policy. The longer the experiment conti~ues, the greater
the inertia.' oon, no tudent at MIT will remember a time
without internal intermediate
grade. Con equently,
tudent '
input will be Ie and Ie informed a time pa e, and their
ability to intelligently compare grading
y tern will decline.
MIT ha done an admirable job collecting
tudent input.
ow i the time to act on that input. If intermediate
grades are
to be kept, they hould remain a purely internal device and not
appear on student tran cript .

Letters To The Editor
Mi placed Priorities on'
Crime and Poverty
In a recent letter ["Limit Appeals, pend
More on the Innocent," May I] Aidan
Low '98 a serts that the increased number of
executions of innocent individuals arising
from the death penalty and the streamlining of
the appeals process in capital cases is an
acceptable
price to pay for devoting the
money "saved" to improving the lives of the
destitute who are innocent.
What this argument fail to grasp, however, is that one of the reasons for the existence
of due proces , and indeed for abolishing the
death penalty altogether, is the belief in the
intrinsic value of human life. Saving the life
of a person wrongly convicted is certainly
worth the money spent on appeals and on the
pri on system. Especially considering the disturbing tudies (such as a 1990 study by the
General Accounting Office) that the death
penalty is not meted out equitably across
racial and economic lines, this is a position
more consi tent with fairness and human dignity.
The letter does raise a very emotionallygripping point: It seems defeatist for society
to spend more money, as Low claims it does,
on accused or convicted felons than on innocent people trying to survive and get ahead.
Low proceeds to argue that executing death
row inmates will free up money to spend on
the needy. A glance at the political landscape,
however, suggests that this quick fix will not
work. For example,
according
to The
Washington Post, independent
prosecutor
Kenneth Starr has spent $30 million in his
investigation.
If our leaders can find th.e money to keep
tarr's probe going, they can certainly find
imilar amounts to provide opportunitie
for
people at the bottom of society. The fact that
such programs are not more widespread, then,
is not due solely to a lack of financial
resources, but also to a lack of political will.
Whether this lack of initiative is due to politicians' callousnes or to their thought-out conclu'sion that any further such programs would
be ineffectual, there's no reason to believe
that any money "saved" in the way Low proposes would find its way to "situations where
it could clearly save lives."
Presumably, any "money spent on innocent
lives" would attempt to enable people to live
in a fulfilling and productive (hence crimefree) manner. Doe it not follow, then, that Wf}
should be able to reduce crime and save
money by establishing effective programs for

An End to
Rationalization

the needy, without having to forsake justice by
limiting the appeals of the accused?
Victor Chudnovsky G

Bachelor Auction
Apology
The Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity recently
held the "Bachelor Auction," a charity event
to raise money for the Cambridge
Youth
Center. As the community service chainnen
for the event, we would like to apologize for
an unpleasant incident that occurred at the
event and to offer a clarifying explanation.
Our first goal was to raise as much money
as possible for the Cambridge Youth Center:To this end we collected over three thousand
dollars. Our second goal was to protect the
rights of all those who assisted us in raising the
money: the brothers of ATO, the MIT community, all of our corporate sponsors, and the
bachelors and bachelorettes. In volunteering to
be auctioned for charity, the bachelors and
bachelorettes put themselves in an awkward
position, and we assured them that their rights
would not be infringed upon. This included
providing them with chaperones for'their dates
and allowing them to substitute gift certificates
for their date if absolutely necessary.
We oon discovered the need for all of our
policies to be spelled out explicitly. While one
of the bachelors was being auctioned off, a
group of his friend decided to playa joke by
having a man dressed as a woman bid on him.
The bachelor, feeling that someone was making a mockery of his good intentions, turned
to us and requested that we stop the bidding.
Suddenly, our two goals were in conflict. In
the interest of raising money for charity, no
person's money was any better or worse than
anyone else's money. But in the interest of
our bachelor, we felt obliged to stop the bidding. We were tom between possible options
and made a quick decision under pressure,
avoiding an awkward situation for the bachelor. The bachelor was doing a huge favor for
us, and regardless of how much money it may
have raised, his rights had to be maintained.
We stopped the bidding, thinking that we had'
made the best of the situation. Unfortunately,
in saving the bachelor from embarrassment,
we overlooked the possibility that we may
have embarrassed one of our guests. The bidder truly believed
he should have been
allowed to bid, and according to our own
rules, or lack thereof, he was correct.
Fito Louis '00 and Daniel H. Hong 'OQ
Community Service Chainnen,
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity

Opinion Policy
Editorials are the official opinion of The Tech. They are written
by the editorial board, which consists of the chainnan, editor in
chief, managing editor, executive editor, news editors, and opinion
editors.
Dissents are the opinions of the signed members of the editorial
board choosing to publish their disagreement with the editorial.
Columns and editorial cartoons are written by individuals and
represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily that of the newspaper.
Letter to the editor are welcome. Electronic submissions are
encouraged and may be sent to letters@the-tech.mit.edu.
Hard
copy submissions may be addressed to The Tech, P.O. Box 397029,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139-7029, or sent by interdepartmental mail to
Room W20-483. All submissions are due by 4:30 p.m. two days

The argument of Aidan
. Low '98 for
more executions and "streamlined"
appeals
["Limit
Appeals,
Spend More on the
Innocent," May 5] illustrates what we can
stoop to in our quest for increasingly harsh
punishment.
Low argues that we shou d overcome our
squeamishness
and change our method of
execution to a summary shot in the head Oust
like the progressive and humane system in
China). It goes on to say that spending
$100,000 a year to feed, house and guard
(and sometimes educate) prisoners is too
much and a few "wrongful-' deaths" are an
acceptable price for th~ savings which could
be put to good ends.
Though more extreme than most arguments for death penalty, those above typify
their sort of logic and cost-benefit rationalizations. Central is the' assumption that criminals
don't have to be treated as human beings. This
is accomplished by prosecutors' "aggravating
factors," use of victims' families for sympathy
and other methods of focusing on the heinousness of the crime to make the jury's or voters'
own crime seems commensurate or even "too
good for him" and therefore just. To make the
execution more palatable for our weak stomachs, methods such as lethal injection are
used.
All of these make executions seem kinder
and gentler, but suppor~ing murder through •
voting for politicians who promise to kill or
any other way is morally equivalent to perfonning the "unnecessary killing" personally.
When I was four I learned that anger doesn't
make it necessary for me to hit my little brother; "deterring" him from competing for attention wasn't a. good justification
either.
Another preschool adage is that "two wrongs
don't make a right"; an eye for an eye might
not leave the world blind, but it will leave it
bloody and soulless.
Albert Camus wrote that although it's
unrealistic
to expect to end murder, we
should at least strive to end the rationalization of murder. Using prison funding, psychological closure for victims and a public
thirst for blood vengeance as warrants for
state sanctioned
murder makes everyone
from the doctor-tumed-executioner
'to the
tough minded voter no better than the supposedly inhuman criminals whom they are
killing.
Aram W. Harrow '01

before the date of publication.
Letters and cartoons must bear the authors' signatures, addresses, and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No letter or cartoon will be printed anonymously without the express prior
approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or condense
letters; shorter letters will be given higher priority. Once submitted,
all letters become property of The Tech, and will not be returned. The
Tech makes no commitment to publish all the letters received.

To Reach Us
The Tech's telephone number is (617) 253-1541. E-mail is the
easiest way to reach any member of our staff. If you are unsure who
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World-Wide Web at http://the-tech.mit.edu.
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Acting From the Heart
The Dalai Lama Help
Gue t olumn
Con tance Parvey
Are you earching for the perfect parent?
A Good amaritan whom you can tru t to be
there for you? A wi e mentor who will give
you ju t enough and then let you free to
explore? A world leader who speak about
peace and has lived out hi word in hi
action now for nearly 40 year ? An environmentali t who talk about aving people, animals, trees, water, and the air we breathe? A
universali t who advocate the riche of cultural diversity and a religious leader who
looks at what might bring religion into more
appreciation for and deeper e change with
one another? If that' what you're looking for,
perhaps the Dalai Lflma is for you.
Last Saturday at Brandeis Univer ity was
the second time I had been in the ame space
with 'the Dalai Lama - the first wa about
seven years ago at Middlebury College with a
few hundred people at a symposium on world
religions. At that time, I greeted him and
thanked him personally and had a long talk
with his sister who was accompanying him
along with James Gere. The folks gathered
were mostly over 40; there were few students.
In less than a decade this scholarly, humble,
energetic man with his trademark laugh ha
become a media icon.
Why was I, a Christian chaplain, at these
events?
Am I becoming
some sort of
Buddhist Christian? Would that be 'the way
for me to respect the faith of the Dalai Lama
or for him to respect mine? He doesn't advocate a mono-world
religion, nor does he
4" push for conversion to Buddhism. His message is modest and straightforward:
Act
from the heart out of compassion for others;
respect and celebrate the richness and diversity of world cultures and religions; protect
human rights, animal rights, and the environment; be a' peacemaker
by ending the
wars within our own divided hearts and
minds.
This is a message that many Christians
could already affirm; Muslim Jewish, and
Hindu people might well respond, "We teach
this already." What is outstanding about the
1
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Remember What J;Jt Have to Offer One Another
Dalai Lama i that he t lk about the e ways
of wi dom, peace, and 10 e in the mid t of a
life-and-death
truggle for the pre ent and
future urvi al of his people. The Ie on he
h learned from e periencing with them the
ongoing tragedie
of violence,
uffering,
death, los , and e ile are that living i about
flouri hing in the mid t of adver ity.
The Dalai Lama entered the Brandei auditorium from the rear, walking down the ai Ie
greeting people individually - unhurried but
in a steady movement toward the tctge where
a huge yellow un served a the backdrop and
fre h flowers were piled high enough to hide
the podium.

He is not talking about
individualism but about the
dynamic nature of each
person ~ impact when
actingfrom the heart.
TOgether with others the sum
total benefits us personall~
as well as the welfare of
our communities and
environment.
The Dalai Lama began by saying, "I am
human, just like you are: I hope you won't be
disappointed
in me. I hope you are not
expecting anything from me because I have
nothing to give," He talked about personal
responsibility, urging his listeners to grow in
awareness of their capacities, the context in
which they live, and the choices they make
- personal, social, and political. He counseled wisdom to explore a wide landscape
and choose a course of action carefully that
will engage our creativity, not as competition
but as cooperation. He cautioned that he is
not talking about individualism but about the

dynamic nature of each per on's impact when
acting from the heart. Together with others,
the sum total benefit u personally, as well
a the welfare of our communities and environment.
The Dalai Lama warned against pa sivity, a ain t succumbing to feelings of hopeIe ne s, de pair and powerles
ne
Through what he aid and what he ha done,
he tran mitted empathy, energy, and in piration. The problem today, he aid, i one of
attitude: We give up before we have taken
the time to take seriou Iy those deepest feeling and impul e that come from our hearts.
When we give up we become fearful and
defensive; when we are defen ive we are
clo e to anger and then we tand near the
threshold of violence.
The big word that people a sociate with
the Dalai Lama is compassion,
what
Chri tians, Jews, and Mu lims as ociate with
the word "love of neighbor." A key p ychological and spiritual insight of an ethic of
compa ion is that in wise acts of care for other and for our environment, we find happine s, joy, and fulfillment. In one of the tories
of Je us, the difference
between
the
amaritan, the priest, and the Levite i that the
Samaritan is at peace with his deci ion to act
with compa ion to help the man left for dead
by the wayside, while the Levite and prie t,
though they may have achieved the goal of
their journey, did 0 at the cost of being indifferent to helping omeone in dire need. They
cannot be joyful as long a this image of
ignored respon ibility is stored in their memories unresolved.
ot only does he encourages faith dialogue among religions as steps toward peace,
but the Dalai Lama also encourages the sharing of our faith cultures, especially our sacred
music. With the talent and diversity of MIT
students, the respect and appreciation we are
learning from each other, what could happen
if some of u took dialogue seriously and
sacred sharing intentionally?
The Dalai Lama claims he has nothing to
offer us, but he reminds us that we have heaps
to offer one another.
Constance
Parvey
is the Lutheran
Chaplain ofMIT
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Discomfort and Prejudice at a Charity Event
Guest Column
Terrance D. Harmon
Two weeks ago at Alpha Tau Omega's
bachelor and bachelorette action a disturbing
event that took place. I wrote a letter afterward and submitted it to The Tech, but pulled
it when 1 began mediation with ATO. I have
gone through wo meetings with representatives of A TO requesting a public apology for
what happened. We agreed that ATO will
print a public apology and I would present my
viewpoint as well. At this point, I am unsure
whether their apology will address my grievances presented at the meetings. It is my hope
that this column will present my case and
establish a precedent of rebutting discrimination of all types.
,
At the bachelor and bachelorette action, I
W;lS asked to playa
practical joke on the
women's waterpolo coach who was to be auctioned off. The plan was to dress in drag and
to, buy the coach for a supposed night on the
town. They would pay for my bid and I would
only have to make sure I was the highest bid.
Since I was cross-dressing that night for several parties, I accepted and played the joke on
the unsuspecting coach.
Walking into Lobdell, I was looked at and
laughed at. This was to be expected and gave
me a bit' of a rush. I was doing what many of
them considered
taboo. My appearance
resembled
a man dressed up in woman's
clothing. My black dress, pantyhose,
and
jacket fit tightly over my male frame. My
face was beautified by many cosmetics and a
bit of glitter. And I had a huge puffy-haired
wig that brought me much attention later that
night.
In this slightly uncomfortable po ition, I
managed to adjust to my situation and waited
to buy the coach. The coach was announced
and the bidding started at $20. I raised my
blue program to bid on the coach. This
brought me more attention, the crowds excitement was voiced by a cacophony of gasps,
laughs, snickers, and yells.
The auctioneer accepted my bids for the
first few rounds. Then as the bidding was at
the 140 dollar mark, an announcement was
made saying that the bidder must be of the
opposite sex of the bachelor. I was embarrassed by this announcement and sat for a few

minutes until a member of the waterpolo team
urged me to bid again despite the announcement. I did. The auctioneer wanted to take my
bid which would have raised the price of the
waterpolo coach from 160 to 170 dollars. The
auctioneer looked 'back for help in making his
decision whether to accept my bid. The
answer was no. Someone else bought the
coach. As I scurried out of the auction, the
team thanked me for my efforts and bid me
farewell. But I was not happy.
The actions and mannerisms of the auctioneer told me that he had no idea of the
opposite gender policy of the auction. In my

I would hope that
I am wrong in accusing the
MIT chapter of
Alpha MU Omega
if being ignorant
or prejudiced.
I would hope that it was
only one or a few members
.' who made the decision
without thinking their
decision through.
estimation, the auctioneer thought the event
was to raise money for charity, not to find the
perfect date for the contestants. No publication for the event lists this same gender rule.
Earlier that evening, several people witne'ssed
a woman bidding on another woman and did
nothing to modify the rules. The rule was created because I made them uncomfortable. But,
what they did made me feel embarrassed and
wronged.
'
As a gay man, I have had to fight discrimination on several fronts, and it is not an easy
life to live. I will never give up in my search
to find love and acceptance in a society where
being gay is not viewed as something to be
loved or accepted. And for others at that auction fighting similar battles in their lives, what
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did such an action say to them? It said that
ATO does not like or accept anyone like me: a
man who likes men. And what about the vast
majority of those on campus with same sex
feelings who are not out of the closet. These
people have same sex feelings, but do not
want to tell anyone because of actions like
this. There are many other people who face
similar struggles, whether they are straight,
gay, lesbian, or bisexual.
I think it is about time that ATO and others
who may think like them woke up. MIT is a
place where everyone should be accepted and
treated with respect. Once we are admitted
into the Institute we are a part of a collective
that should not be fractured and divided by
discrimination,
and by policy we will not
stand fQr those who do. MIT's nondiscrimination policy makes this clear:
"The
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Technology is committed to the principle of
equal opportunity in education and employment. The Institute does not discriminate
against individuals on the basis of race, color,
sex, sexual orientation, religion, disability,
age, veteran status, ancestry, or national or
ethnic origin in the administration of its educational policies, admissions policies, employment policies, scholarship and loan programs,
and other Institute administered programs and
activities, but may favor U.S. citizens or residents in admissions and financial aid."
I would hope that I am wrong in accusing
the entire MIT chapter of Alpha Tau Omega
of being ignorant or prejudiced. I would hope
that it was only one or a few members who
made the decision without much forethought
and without thinking their decision through.
But, if so or if not, I believe I am owed a public apology. Maybe, such an' apology will
open up some eyes and make people who are
struggling with their sexuality feel a bit better
about their predicament at MIT.
I also hope that the MIT community will
wake up and see discrimination that occurs
and rage against it. We have made much
progress, but there is still more to be done to
make MIT a place where discrimination
is
rare. Apathy will cause more misery in the
long run. I make my first step to end my apathy with this column. When will you make
yours?
Terrance D. Harmon is a member of the
Class of J 999.
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atianalism
Anders Hove
"I think we do have something to offer
humanity." Of all history's nationalist leaders, the Dalai Lama i by far the most modest.
Yet by the end of ~is
presentation
at
Brandeis
University
aturday, few among
the ,000- trong audience would have had
any doubt that the
preservation of Tibetan
culture would repreent ~ remarkable contribution to humanity.
The
average
American would have an easier time locating
Tibet on a liberal's bumper than on a world
map. 0 would an intellectual, for that matter,
ince Tibet ha n't been on the map since
1959. The growing "Free Tibet" movement
strikes the average Joe as a hippie phenomenon - the product of Lollapalooza and potmoking yuppie kids. That' how it truck me
too. Beyond wi hing for the preservation of
human' rights, why hould Americans care
about a country the United tates ha few historic ties with, positive or negative?
After hearing the Dalai Lama speak, however, it is now clear to me that his philosophy
- if not the movement it elf - represents a
liberationist vi ion on a Gandhian scale. The
Dalai Lama is rapidly demon trating that his
style of chari matic yet non-violent leader hip
will ultimately
take its place next to the
visions of Desmond Tutu, Martin Luther
King, Jr., and Gandhi himself.
The mo t depressing
thing about the
world's nationalist movement is their seemingly innate prejudice:
We see Croatians
demanding
freedom from the Serbs not
because
they value human rights,
but
because they value human rights for people
of their own kind. When the table are turned
they prove themselves perfectly willing to
commit the same wanton brutalities perpetrated against them. Ultimately the struggles
of the Middle East, the Balkans, and the
Great Lakes peoples of Africa have demonstrated more than anything the base and
ghoul ish forms sometimes
taken by the
human spirit.
But the Dalai Lama is more than just an
advocate of non-violence because he wants
more than just a righteous preservation of
human rights. His is not a struggle for power,
or even for people, but for spirit - and not
just the spirit of Tibet, but the spirit of the
world.
Indeed, the Dalai Lama devoted less than a
third of his Brandeis peech to Tibet. The bulk
was devoted to what he called "strategy." In
his clipped, heavily-accented
speech, the
Dalai Lama delivered something more like a
sermon than a political talk. The topic wa
per onal respon ibility and human happiness.
How to obtain happiness? "Long-term strategy: compassion." Through individual acts of
compassion toward others, each of us creates
inner peace and reduces both interpersonal
and psychological. conflict.
Almost as important for the Dalai Lama is
abolishing anger, the "short-term strategy."
Anger is not so important for its effects as for
its cause: disrespect for self. While anger may
appear to be dir cted towards others, it ultima~ely strikes down joy among its bearers.
These are good ideas, to be sure. What is
striking is that this is not a sermon. The subtext is that if enough individuals near and far
are at peace with themselves and with one
another, Tibet will be freed. Contrast this
message with that of so many other nationalists who have called for action by other
nations to free their peoples by economic,
diplomatic, or military pressure. The Dalai
Lama would have us free his people by individual action.
More inspiring by half, though, is the reason the Dalai Lama would have us work for a
free Tibet. The reason is not that human right
have been violated, or that the freedom of all
is the same as the freedom of one. The Dalai
Lama's argument for a free Tibet is that our
own culture - the culture of the world - can
benefit from the preservation of Tibet's culture. What would it say about humanity if a
people dedicated to compassion and the abolition of hatred were to disappear because of
oppression and ignorance? If Tibet disappears,
wither its philosophy of its inner peace?
Indeed, if any philosophy could represent
humanity, I would want it to be this one.
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Those crazy Canadiam ance again descend on MIT
hi Friday, that wacky four orne from
Ontario known as Moxy Friivous wiJJ
once again play at MIT, bringing their
unique mix of soaring vocal harmonie,
olid mu icianship, deadpan humor,
and out poken political view.
I had the
opportunity to peak on the phon with Mike
Ford, a member of the band who, in addition
to vocal dutie ,play
the guitar harmonica,
keyboard and drums. A would be expected
with any Moxy Friivous interview,
traight
answers were hard to come by.
I started off by a king Ford about Live
oise, their new album coming out on ay
19, which will contain recordings from variou live how. Here was his re pon e: Live
oise. You trap on the Friivou world, stick
your head in ide the universe of Friivous. It
hoot into your ears and comes out your
pore. It' digital per piration."
How did the group decide to put out a live
album? 'People have alway aid that Friivous
i all about the live e perience,» Ford said.
"We want to do a favor to the people in all the
even continent
,who
houldn't
have to
worry about getting all the way to our shows,
because it' a long drive ... We wanted to
finally let the two worlds meet, live Friivous
and studio Friivous." He caned the new album
"a summation of stuff we've done until now."
He said that Live Noise will contain songs
from all four of their studio albums, as well as
unreleased material performed only at concerts and live songs that are substantially different from their recorded versions.
The band's next big project i an as-yet
unspecified delve into musical theater. "We
worked quite a bit on musical theater side projects in our early days before Friivous got its
start," Ford said. "The possibility has always
been alluring ... We're once again spending a
large amount of time on that burner, and now
we're throwing in some big chunks of meat
and meat-substitute.
Maybe the entree will
come sooner than we think."
When pressed for more detail about the
project, Ford responded glibly, saying that one

idea they had develop d, which was later
unfortunately
crapped by producer , wa
olkswagen!' - a hi tory of the great car
from its origin in the Third Reich all the way
up to it pre ent tate as a placebo for guiltridden yuppie ." He in isted that they had not
yet formulated a pecific plot: "Right now
we're more ju t getting our sea legs for such a
project, getting our juice running."
I asked Ford how the band felt about their
substantial following in the MIT community,
and being labeled a geek rock.' 'We're
muscling up," he aid. Geek rock doesn't pay
enough. We're getting contact lenses, and
pending a couple of hours in the gym each
day to beef up. We've also started beating up
on each other." When asked about the
inevitable comparisons to other quirky bands
uch as They Might Be Giant and Ben Folds
Five, Ford said he was pleased that people
made these connections:
"They Might Be
Giant have an incredible hi tory, and we've
been big fans of theirs for a long time. Ben
Folds Five are also an incredible
band.
There's nothing geeky about either one ... that
mu ic got meat on it."
He called the show they performed at MIT
last year "literally one of the best shows
we've had in a long time." He then revealed
the big news: a section of that show will be
featured in the live album. Included in this
section is the band reading out a letter to the
crowd that they got before the concert, from
Institute Professor Jack Florey," thanking
them for their music on behalf of various MIT
departments.
Curious about the extent of their eclecticism, I listed for Ford several musical genres
which the band has not yet covered in their
recorded output, trying to find any that the
band would refuse to play. In response to my
listing of blues, gangsta rap and heavy metal,
he claimed that Moxy Friivous have already
written and played songs in all of these styles,
but that it has all gone "unreleased." I finally
found a genre which the group considers offlimits: electronica."
0, no way" was his
response, and he seemed to suggest that the
band considers
electronica
mindless and
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Playwrigh11; in Performance
Student plays explore chaos and order
By Varon Koren
STAFF REPORTER

he three plays presented in last weekend's Playwrights in Performance festival covered a range of settings and
styles. Yet, whether by design or by
coincidence, all three explored similar themes:
the struggle between chaos and order, and the
inevitable change that the passage of time
brings.
The first play on the bill, home, by
Katherine Vam '98, laid this th~me out the
most transparently: George and Maureen, a
70-ish couple (Fernando Paiz '98 and AnnMarie White G), caught in that vaguelydefined but terrifying period between middle
age and seniority, struggle valiantly to maintain a semblance of a normal life after weakened legs force George into a nursing home.
Maureen offers her support, but is quick to
dispel George's delusions that the future will
be no different. The title provides the tragic
irony at the heart of the play: although
George's new residence is called a home, it is
of course anything but. Paiz was endearing as
the aging, self-deluded man, an older Willy
Loman.
ext up was Heels Over Head, by
Vladimir Zelevinsky G, which was structurally the most ambitious of the plays. It told of a
love affair in three scenes, going in chronologically reverse order. As Alex (Brett Taylor
G), a filmmaker, explains it, love in real life
occurs in the exact opposite direction of how
it should: the boredom and desperation should
come first, followed only later by the intense
romantic spark. Thus we first see Ellen (LinAnn Ching '98) leaving Alex, fighting back
tears, then a period of relative domestic tranquility, and finally their ecstatic first kiss. This
structure provides the framework for varied
musings on the conflict between idealism and
cynicism; the battle between art, which is
always fresh and timeless, and real life, which
is governed
by an irrefutable
slide into
. .e~tr?py, both physical and emotional. Despite

the intriguing subject matter, Heels Over
Head was somewhat marred by heavy-handedness and preciousness in getting its point
across, as well as a (necessarily) schematic
structure.
evertheless,
the cast brought
believability to the script; Ching was especially solid through the spectrum of emotional
changes that the play required.
The most complex, and most vital, of the
plays was the third one, Brotherhood, by Joel
Rosenberg '99. The play took a rather obvious
comic target irresponsible frat brothers, and
became something more along the way: a serious examination of the struggle to reach personal maturity in a setting, a college fraternity, that frequently rewards only the most
immature. Scout (Matt orwood '99) is somewhat of a leader in the house, but he's profoundly insensitive to his girlfriend, Jackie
(Jacqueline Kirtley G) without even realizing
it. Token (Albert Fischer G) is a nice guy who
speaks about the ideals of fraternity life even
while he finds himself becoming disillusioned
by it. Crack (Ira Gerhardt '99), a senior, is the
biggest jerk by far, a drunken, infantile fool
who enjoys hazing pledges and insulting
women. In any other setting, he would be recognized immediately for the loser he is. Here
he is in his element, and he gets respect. At
some point the mindless bantering devolves
into an argument, and when one of the fraternily pledges (Thomas Cork '00) enters the
scene, it become nothing less than a struggle
for his soul: Crack wants the pledge to drink
himself into a stupor, and the other two want
him to learn to think for himself. The play
kept from devolving into tired Lord of the
Flies territory by virtue of the sharp, often
hilarious. dialogue, and the efforts of the
strong cast, who didn't hit a false note
between them. Brotherhood was deliberately
ambiguous about how much any of these people, even the seemingly responsible ones, can
be trusted to do the right thing. It asked many
more questions than it could answer, and this
was as it should be .

Moxy Friivous - Murray Foster, David Matheson, Jlan Ghomeshl, Mike Ford (left to
right) - will perform In La Sala de Puerto Rico on May 15.
. ,
vapid. "We're waiting for that computer program to come out where we press a button and
feed in our music and out comes the techno
version," he said.
I asked Ford if the group has mellowed
politically in recent years, as evidenced by the
lack of real political commentary on their last
album, You Will Go To the Moon. Ford denied
this wholeheartedly: "We do quite a few political musical things, and the order they come
isn't necessarily reflected in the way they
come out [in the albums]." He mentioned one
of their latest projects, a song called "Today's
the Day That We Fight Back." That song, and
the short movie they made to accompany it,
was a protest against the Mike Harris government in Ontario, which Ford described as "a
very pure form of Thatcherism, and it's ruining most of the things that we were proud of
[about Ontario] in a very short period of
time."
Their approach to singing about politics

m

"depends on how ephemeral, or how eternal,
the issue is that's being sung about... We're
always trying to be thought-provoking,"
he
said. "Only listing the things you hate, it's
good cathartically,
but it doesn't provoke
much thought. We're trying tq write songs
that are questions."
The question on everyone's mind had to be
asked. The band's favorite Spice Girl? "Vb,
Ringo Spice. Actually, Talented Spice. They
kicked her out because she was too good."
When he heard that Honest Bob and the
Factory Showroom would once again be the
opening act for their show, Ford said to tell
everyone to "make sure you're there good and
early for Honest Bob, because it's music to
roll up your sleeves to." He said the band was
"very excited about once again being in the
hallowed
halls."
"It'll be a 'feel-good
Friday' ," he said. "Bring the kids. But leave
them in the car. With the window open a centimeter."

RiCH FLETCHER-THE
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Cellist Yo-Yo Ma and Professor Media of Arts and SCiences TocI Machover presented
their latest collaborative project at a special lecture at the Media Laboratory April
30th. The focus of the new Initiative Is to design more natural, less electronic musIcal Instruments and tools which children can use to express themselves and to develop a deeper affinity for music.
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Deeplmpact
Shallow char(J£ters, SO-SO effects barely cause a ripple
By Vladimir V. Zelevlnsky
STAFF REPORTER

Directed by Mimi Leder
Written by Michael Tolkin Broce Rubin
Starring Tea Leoni, Robert Duvan Elijah
Wood, Morgan Freeman

ast d or b au th film was reportedly
done on a r latively limit d budget the speial ffe ts themselve are ery limit d' in the
whol mo ie ther are only two equences.
One in 01 s a pace craft flying to the com t
it elf, trying to blow it apart with nuclear
charges, and is really nothing special. The

THE TECH
econd equenc , how ver, is truly amazing.
When a chunk of a comet fan into Atlantic
ocean, the hug tidal wa e caused by the
impact i ab olutely in redible. The ight of a
hug
ave ru bing acro the 0 ean, rea hing
the coast, and obliterating
ew York
ity,
with th sky craper falling like the dominoes,
i tartling. The only thing that omewhat limits the enjoyment is that we've een uch a
quenc before: Instead of a wave of water,
there was a wall of fire in Independence Day.
This v ry much highlights Deep Impact's
problem - in a nutshell, it's similar to but not
as good as, Independence Day (even despite
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the mediocrity of the latter). A couple of shots
are taken directly from Independence Day, and
the sheer lack of originality is very much disheartening. AI 0, the movie teases the audience
ith many unfulfilled promises - after a lot of
time talking about the Ark, a huge subterranean
complex of caves to ensure humanity's survival, we're never even shown it. The massive
attack on the comet with the Earth-launched
tactical missiles is never shown either.
Deep Impact ends up being two hours of
boredom leading to two minutes of not-veryoriginal special effects.
ot a very promising
start of the ummer, if you ask me.

T

he summer is here, ladie and gentlemen! In the next three months, we'll
be crunched by giant mutant lizard
(God zilla) mystified by agents cully
and Mulder (The X-Files), amused by Eddie
Murphy (Dr. Doolittle) and Jim Carrey (The
Troman Show), blown away by Harrison Ford
(6 Days, 7 Nights) and Mel Gibson (Lethal
Weapon 4 and Payback). We'll also be bombarded by comets - not one, but two.
Armageddon, from the coherency-challenged
director of The Rock, is coming in July; the
first movie Deep Impact, from the combined
efforts of Paramount and DreamWorks (with
none other than Steven Spielberg as executive
producer), has ER director Mimi Leder at the
helm. It's a disaster movie, in both meanings.
The story is about a huge comet discovered
to be on a direct collision course for the Earth,
which humanity tries to stop - and that's
about it. The bulk of the two-hour running
time is devoted to strained and highly misguided attempts to develop half a dozen characters.
These attempts are half-hearted at best, and
most of them fail. The lack of subtlety is staggering; there are characters who, with straight
face, deliver lines like "I resent my father
because he divorced my mother." What's more
amazing is that none of the character development matters. Deep Impact, at heart, is nothing
more than a straightforward
special-effects
extravaganza, where the audience comes to see
amazing
scenes of global destruction.
Character development in such movies should
follow the maxim "Do it well or not at all."
Either because the bulk of the running time

Members of the MIT Chamber Music Society
Sunday In Killian Hall.

COMEDY REVIEW

Plush Daddy Fly
MIT's newest comedy troupe starts off right
By Joel Rosenberg
ARTS EDITOR

the campus begins to remoisten, the
results of prolonged prohibition are
beginning to rear their ugly head. Or
ot so ugly, as in the case of the new
MIT comedy troupe Plush Daddy Fly, who
debuted to a filled 54-100 on Saturday night.

A

In one of the most remarkable advertising
campaigns I've seen at this school, Plush
Daddy Fly made their name known using
everything from creative photographs of the
group to edited video of a crazed Little
Richard that played in a continuous loop in
the student center on Friday. And their efforts
paid off, evidenced by a strong turnout. The
message
on the
board of their theater invited guests
to boogie in the
aisles
if they
wanted to.
The
thing
about comedy at
MIT is that our
reality is screwed
up. Everyone has
made a computer
joke
at some
point. Everyone.
So the idea of a

perform Johannes Brahm's String Sixtet

comedy troupe brings thoughts of inside
jokes galore. But Plush Daddy Fly managed
to take the higher and mightier route and
wrote genuinely funny stuff. It was quite
impressive.
Cue cards on the side of the stage
announced each skit, and first up was "Bus
Stop," a Stomp-esque parody of "Rent" as far
as I could tell. It set the tone nicely for the
introductory
"Instructions
for Viewing,"
mimed by comedy attendants being prompted
by a voice-over, who explained for the audience's safety what to do in the event of a joke
emergency. Luckily, there ended up being
only a few.
"Retirement" was a smart take on Satan's
search for a replacement,
and "Monkey"
showed the cruelty of animal testing by having George Michael mesmerize a researcher
into inadvertently switching places with his
subject.
In "Female Emergency,"
The Tampon
Avenger and The Maxi-Pad
Man have a
showdown worthy of dust bowls and spitoons.
And "Discovery"
pays homage to Stanley
Kubrick's epic 2001, capturing the essence of
man's knowledge into self in a dramatic scene
that causes the taste referee to yellow card our
brave explorer.
"Mr. Roy,"
a monologue
by Rob

No.1

In B flat Major, Op. 18 last

Mercato G, didn't hit quite as well as he might
have hoped. It reminded me of a Pauly Shore
monologue.
The scattered "Misfit
injas" throughout
the night made for a cute, if easy, running gag.
"Joanie's Kitchen" was an observational piece
about that awesome luncheonette up Mass.
Ave. often populated by construction workers
from University Park. It demon trated a certain respect for them, even though they were
the butt of the joke.
The closing skit was "Rap Institute of
Boston," a play on cultural black and white
stereotypes. A mix of Vanilla Ice devotees
and Carlton
from The Fresh Prince are
enrolled at the soul-inducing, body grooving
institute, being displayed in an infomercial
selling the art of "bustin" - not "busting" rhymes. It was a strong finish to a strong
debut.
Plush Daddy Fly started with Jeremy
Lueck '99 and Marcato, who got a few people
together, did AEPhi Live, and then finished
casting the troupe. Jamie Morgan '98, Lee
Knight
'00, Megan
Mc amee, Shaka
Thornhill
'99, Rick Thompkins
'98, Ben
Davis '99, and Ray Molnar '00 comprised the
impressive cast, none of whom really missed a
beat the whole night. So the publicity paid off,
the audience left satisfied.

Congratulations CIa of 1998
and welcome to the world of alumni!
Come to the lumni ctivitie
po to find out
how to stay connected with our friend from IT after
graduation.
ign up for your p rman nt
-mail forwarding addr
. Find out how to
n twork with oth r alumni around th world.

Tuesday, May 12
10am-4pm
Lobby 10
For mor information http://
REBECCA LOll-THE

TECII

Richard S. Thompkins '98 makes a personal discovery last Saturday
at the premiere performance of Plush Daddy Ay, a sketch comedy
group.

b.mit. du/ alum!
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The U.S.-ehina MBA is part of a unique partnership
between Duquesne Universitys nationally accredited

By Ela ne

an

STAFF REPORTER

Graduate SchO\>Iof Business and
orthern Jiaotong
University in Beijing, one of Chinas leading universities. The full-time, twcryear program is designed to prepare
students and current professionals for career opportunities in
the worlds fastest growing market.

new division of bioengineering and environmental science
within the chool of Engineering

plan to begin offering
a ter of
ci nee degr e in Bioengine ring
and Toxicology.
The new division, to be inaugurated in July, is was re ponse to

• One year at Duquesne, one year in BeUing, PRC
• In-depth coverage of all key areas of management, problem
analysis and leadership in both the U.S. and Chinese
contexts
• Cross-cultural experience and intensive language training
• Visits to major multinational corporations, stock exchanges
and financial institutions in China
• Take advantage of a three-month intemship placement with
a multinational firm or optional independent study
• Classes begin August

28, 1998

To learn more about Duquesne University:s U.S.China MBA please call the Graduate School of
Business at

2
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BOX EXPI?Ess
LOW COST
MOVING BOXES
PACKING SUPPLIES
R

-627
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Call lJ Fi~ t !

1-800-466-8844

E-mail grad-bus@next.duq.edu

ASK ABOUT OUR FREE TAPE OFFER

Visit our Web site at

www.duq.edu/chinamba

ATU

ALLY,

WE HAVE HOSPITALITY
A

D COMFORT

DOW

TO A SCIE

CE.

The proof lies in University Park Hotel at
MIT, opening in the summer of 1998 and
certain to be one of the area's most preferred
hotels.

Here you will find well-appointed

guest rooms with state-of-the-art

amenities,

such as dual telephone lines and data ports. Fine American cuisine and seasonal

increa ing tudent demand.'
IT
student intere t in educational
opportunitie combining biology
and engineering, at both undergraduate and graduate level ,has oared
in rec nt year ," aid Profes 0
Roger Kamm, curriculum commi '
tee chair of the biomedical engineering minor.
While the division will not offer
a Bachelor's degree program, it is
planning to offer a five-year combined B/SM. A student would earn
an SB degree in any discipline and
an M degree in Bioengineering or
Toxicology.
A PhD program in bioengineering, analogous to the current program in toxicology, is being planned
for Fall 1999, said Professor of
Chemical Engineering Douglas A.
Lauffenburger,
director of the
Center for Biomedical Engineering.
Lauffenburger and Professor of
Toxicology Steven R. Tannenbaum
will be co-directors of the new division.
Division links disciplines
The new division combines the
disciplines of engineering, biology,
and pharmacology.
"The new division will prepare
students to explore fundamental
issues underlying technologies
affecting
human
health,"
Lauffenburger said.
The degree programs will place
emphasis on developing new curricula in areas where engineering and
biology intersect, including toxicology and pharmacology, while maintaining strong connections to a core
departmental discipline.
The division will examine problems "from both medical and environmental perspectives, as well as
biology-based technologies unrelated to human health," Lauffenburger
said.
The division will be comprised
primarily of faculty committing
their time and efforts equally
between a core department and the
new division.
There are several research programs being directed by faculty in
the new division, including new
programs focusing on molecular
design of therapeutics and biomaterials, cell culture biotechnology and
tissue engineering, and computational biology.
Students demonstrate interest
Students looking for oppo
ties in biomedical engineering ca
currently also fmd an outlet in the
Biomedical Engineering Society,
affiliated with the Center for
Biomedical Engineering.
"Many students in BMES who
are enrolled in the minor would be
enthusiastic about the five year
Master's Program. I think this is an
opportunity we've all been looking
for," said Sara J. Godding '99, president of the group.
The group recently made a company tour to the Boston Scientific
Biomedical, Page 9

specialties at the avant-garde Sidney's Grille. Twenty-four hour room service. And
an idyllic outdoor roof garden. Located in the heart of Cambridge academia, the
hotel is also conveniently close to both Boston and Harvard Square. We invite you
to put our hospitality to the test. For more information or to make
a reservation please call 617.577.0200

or fax 617.494.8366.

This space P9f1~t.ed by. The Tech
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Budget Estimates

GC
Funding, from Page 1
said.
"We'll come up with orne percentages that are fair and equitable,"
Carter said.
Funding board

u e old budg t

Undergraduate activities submitted their requests for funding to the
UA Finance Board May 1. The

Page 9

board will allocate fund at last
year's level,
arter said. 'They
didn't
[take into account]
any
increase," he said. "After it' been
cleared up what funds will go
where" another funding board meeting will probably be called to allocate the additional funds.
Carter called the decision 'the
only logical decision that could be
made without delaying funding

decisions."
He noted that many
groups plan to begin the year with a
certain amount of funds and that
delaying allocations until the percentages had been detennined might
prove disastrous for some groups.
"We didn't want an increase in
funding to make things worse," he
said.
The G
planned out this summer's budget using last year' allo-

cation, so very little will change for
the moment,
chneider
said.
Decisions about the fall budget will
come later, he said. But ''we won't
allocate any money until we know
we have it," he added.
Carter hoped that the final decisions about how to allocate the new
funds would be made by the end of
the academic
year. "Hopefully
we'll know as early as June, or ear-

lier" what the percentages will look
like, he said. "My view is we'})
keep things moving along and get
things
in place for the fall,"
Williams said.
The funding increase "puts us in
the ballpark of our peers," Carter
said. "The goal is to keep trudging
down the road to see if we can get
something on the order of $500,000
for the year."

Biomedical Opportunities
Expand from Minor, Club
Biomedical, from Page 8
Corporation. "The tour gave students
the opportunity to learn more about
BSC and it gave BSC executives the
opportunity to meet potential employees. We plan to arrange more company tours next year," Godding said.
Twenty students were invited to
the tour and greeted
by BSC's
founder. Jay Lulla '97, who went on
the tour, said "as someone who is
interested in the biomedical industry,
it was nice to see the attention that
goes into producing medical products.
It was an added bonus to hear the
founder
give perspective
on the
industry as a whole and how it fits
into the field of medicine."
Students will continue to playa
role in the development of the new
division. "Student input is essential in
helping develop an exciting and userfriendly program," Kamm said.
Existing minor spawns division
An minor program in Biomedical
Engineering
already exists at the
undergraduate
level. The program,
founded in 1993, was MIT's first
interdepartmental minor degree.
CHUN HUA ZHENG-THE
TECH
Many of these faculty were under- Professor of Chemical Engineering Douglas A. Lauffenburger
graduate advisers in their departments will be the co-dlrector of the new division of bioengineering
and saw the need for a unified, inter- and environmental sciences, which will be launched In July.
departmental program in biomedical engineering.
The program was approved by a vote of the full
Engineering and open to students in all majors. An
MIT faculty in April, 1995. The minor is currently
analogous minor in Environmental Health is in the
administered
by the Center for Biomedical
early planning stages.

CHUN HUA ZIIENG
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Gamelan Galak Tika presents: An Evening in Bali
Bettina Kimpton (left) dances "Taruna Jaya" (Victorious Youth)
Aaron Woolsey and Evan Ziporyn (below) perform" Jagra Parwata" (Mountain Awakening) on kendang
Santi Gularso (above) dances "Oleg Tambulillngan" (Bumblebees)
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We are looking for
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By Anthony R. Salas

14
ACROSS
1 Greek colonnade
5 Cake topping
10 Taps
14 Voiceless
15 Cousin of SONAR
16 No where to be found,
abbr.
17 Command for Rex
18 The last Greek
19 Use a scythe
20 Honey Ryder
23
Lanka
24 Oedipus's father
25 Friend's partner
28 Wildebeest
30 Electrical abbrev.
31 Dog org.
34 Nameless Scandanavian
37 Rodent
39 Elisha of elevator fame
40 High school subj.
42 Part of a magical incantation
43 American Olympic gymnast
46 Plenty O'Toole
49 Dr. of rap
50 Computer language
52 Lip
53 Living room appliances,
abbr.
54 Pop artist Oldenburg
56 Trig. function
58 Pussy Galore
63 Sushi need
64 Italian, combination form
65 A place?

34

39
43
49

67

70

67
68
69
70
71

Creep
Book
Kin to weave
Soil
Kind of wrestling, _Roman
72 Slippery

DOWN
1
2
3
4

36
38
41
44
45
47
48
51
54
55
57
58
59
60
61

House addition
To the bone
Needlefish
Capital on a 25-Down
Approaching
Paginini or Machiavelli
How some things run
One who owes
Horseman, Old English
Spartacus, for instance
Tell tale sign of fire
Sharpen, as a skill
Killer whale
Actor Guinness
Baby photographer,
Geddes
62 Astronaut Armstrong
63 Tuck's partner
66 Messy room

Anti-Vietnam War grp.
Famous bishop
General Bradley
Chasm
5 Map constant
6 Deep sleep, really deep
7 Perfect
8 Words, spoken under your
voice, to a fault finder
9 Assessing
PUZZLE
10 Challenges
11 Leaves openmouthed
12 Brazilian snakes
13 VCR setting
21 Push
22 Discourteous
25 Norwegian inlet
26 External
27 The cream, for
instance
29 Sch. founded in
Athens in 1785
31 Monk leader
32 Famous Russian
Ballet
33 Wears
35 Believer, suffix
form

SOLUTIONS

Good luck on finals and have a great summer!

Worthington Place Apartments / Cambridge
•

Studios, I &2 Bedrooms

•

At Kendall Square

•

Wired with High Speed Phone/Data Lines

•

Available Summer 98

•

Unique Duplexes

•

Dramatic Windows & Skylights

•

Historic Renovation

•

Indoor Reserved Parking

•

Convenient to Public Transportation

•

Large Floor Plans

•

Fitness Center

•

Starting at $1,000 Per Month

W9RTnIN(jT9N Pl1Icr
www.worthingtonapt.com
617. 577. 8856
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from the secret files of

R E D M EAT

MQ~

touched by an anvil

I took my grandmother to the park today,
.cause she likes to go feed the pigeons.

She fed them pigeons for awhile, but
I took her home after I seen that them
birds started sQuirtin' out white foam.

R E D M E AT

I don't know what pigeons usually eat,
but I'm pretty sure it ain't alka seltzer.

the doleful mewling of
freshly-weened wussies

from the secret files of

.

~
~

.

~.

'"

~

:z:
o
:z:

We broke off the other arm and both of the
legs and stacked them off to the side. Then
we found a piece of cardboard and made a
sign that said: "BUILD YOUROWN CLOWN~'

•

I"W.

•

•

•

(7-

•

•

•

cannO n

MQ~

"" I remembered that the clown we found
Then
in the summer had a tattoo of a rose on his
left arm. When I lifted up the arm to look, it
snapped off like an old dried-up tree branch.

One winter, while my brother and I were out
hiking, we found a dead clown under a pile of
old tarpaper. We thought it might be the same
dead clown we'd found the summer before,
but it was so shriveled up, we couldn't tell.

canno n

•

•

KEYNOTE ADDRESS:
THE GENOME
PROJECT: FROM MAN TO MICROBE

FUNCTIONAL GENOMICS:
PROTEOMICS AND T-CELLS

WHOLE ORGANISM:

Speaker:

Chair: Steven Clark, Ph.D., Senior Vice

Chair; James Robl, Ph.D., Professor of

J. Craig Venter, Ph.D.,

KNOCK IN/

KNOCK OUT!fRANSFER

TECHNOLOGY

President and Director

President, Discovery Research,

Reproductive

The Institute for Genomics

Genetics Institute, Inc.

Biology, University of Massachusetts,

Research (TIGR)

and Developmental

Amherst
Proteomics

MOLECULAR:
Chair:

PROTEASES

Scientific Operations and Vice President.
Center for Blood Research

Inflammation

the Mechanism

of Alzheimer's

Gene Expression

Profiling

L. Stice, Ph.D.,

Todd Golub, Ph.D., Harvard Medical School
Expression,
Analysis

and

in Somatic

on Secreted

Proteins

John McCoy, Ph.D., Genetics Institute, Inc.

Homologous
Cells:

CELLULAR!TISSUE:
EMBRYONIC INDUCING FACTORS

Proteases

in

Knock-Outs,

Chief Operating Officer, Ontogeny, Inc.

Dennis Selkoe, M.D., Harvard Medical School
BMP

Knock-Ins,

Technology

John Sedivy, Ph.D., Brown Universit
Recombination

Sushma Pati, Ph.D., Pangene Cor~.

Chair: Tom Ingolia, Ph.D.,

Disease

Recombination

and Gene Modification

Zygote Homologous

of Cancer

Julian Adams, Ph.D., Proscript, Inc.
and Soluble

Advanced Cell Technology, Inc.

Functional

and Apoptosis

Membrane-Bound

Disease

Targeted

and

and the Biology

for Use in Biomedicine

Cloning,

Winnie Wong, Ph.D., BASF Bioresearch Group
Proteosomes

Cloning Cattle and Pigs

Millennium Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Steve

Dianne Kenney, Ph.D., Director of

Role of Caspases

James Vath, Ph.D.,

12 in Tendon Repair

Gary Hattersley, Ph.D., Genetics Institute, Inc.

TRADE EXPOSITION
9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Open to the Public - Admission is Free
Trade Exposition will feature over 145 companies

Role of Hedgehog

Proteins

in Tissue

Repair

David Israel, Ph.D., Ontogeny, Inc.

displaying scientific, manufacturing and biotechnology products and services. To obtain information on exhibiting, please call the MBC.

Inducing

Molecules

in Bone Development

Gino Segre, M.D., Harvard Medical School
Massachusetts

Biotechnology

Council,

Inc

• 245 First Street, 14th Floor

•

Cambridge MA 02142

• tel 617.577.8198

• fax 617.577.7860
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c
othing Like You
Ever Expected ..
Everything You
Always Wanted.
Discover The New Star Market
At University Park, Opening
Thursday, May 21st.
STAR
~

£ .-_-,.-fA.

@

__~--Fresh ready
to serve meals prepared daily
- in our state of the art kitchen.

iiil

Our new natural
foods "market
within a market."

.. ~~~~~~~

~~!!!~:dil~

JffiiC

VISit our Califomia,style

~:::!

ii~ J t.;

a~~~:e
°these cool, creative blends, bursting
with fresh flavors of Vibrant fruits &
vegetables, and much, much more!

True European
fre h baked breads
and de serts.

Our Old World
style deli featuring
.
.
an ImpreSSIve
variety of quality cold cuts & cheese.

r--~~;IFresh Picks adds a musical
J
I

I spin

to the M.l. T. Star
Market. The T~p 25 are
,i; always on sale when you
tL~:o,o,,~.
oO~t:l[:'~J""r'9{;~¥l)~~ use your Advantage Card

i

<1

We have over 3,500 products from
50 countries lining the shelves in our
World Market Food Hall. Tour the
world without ever leaving Cambridge.

20 Sidney Street, Cambridge

1998

Wednesday, May 13,1998
3:30pm Huntington Room • 10-250
Reception to follow ceremony in the President's

Courtyard (next to the Bush Room)

,....------------------------------------.1'
Willialn L. Stewart,jr. Awards
Harold J. Pettegrove Awar
Pewter Bowl Award
Adnliral Edward L. Cochrane Award
Bet'iY Scillunacker Award
Howard W. Johnson Award
Malcohn G. Ki pert Awards
James R. Killian,Jr.
Comlnunity Service Award
Order of Olnega New Melnber
Education Award

Goodwin Medal
Everett Moore Baker Melnorial Award for
Excellence in U~dergraduate
Teaching
Bose Award for Excellence it? Teaching
Arthur C. Slllith Award
..~
Kristen E. Finnegan Prize
Albert G. Hill Prize
Laya W. Wiesner Award
Ronald E. McNair Scholarship Award
Association of MIT Altunnae A\vard °
Louis Sudler Prize in the Arts

Reid Weedon '41 Alumni Relations Award
Frederick Gardiner Fassett, Jr. Awards
Edward °L.Horton Fellowship Award

Laya and Jerome B. Wiesner Awards
Harold and Arlene Schnitzer Prize
in the Visual Arts

Irwin Sizer Award for the Most Significant

Priscilla King Gray Award for Public Service

ItnprovClnent

in MIT Education

Frank E. Perkins Award
Graduate

Student Council Teaching Awards

.

Gordon Y Billard Award

Jalnes N. Murphy A.witfel '.
Karl Taylor COlllpton Prizes

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

TH

ay 12, 1998

TECH
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISI G
For Sale

• Information

1985 Volvo 740GLE for sale! Looks
strong, runs great, no rust.
ew muffler, brakes, clutch.
Sunroof, power
everything, beautiful CD system. Ask
for
1800.
Call 225-6404
or'
hu~sa@mit.edu.

Summer
Clas

Physical

es:

Tuesday,

begins

May 26 in the Physical

Education Office located on the second floor of duPont Athletic
W32-125.

'85 Nlssan sentra, lOOK, Califomia
car, body sound, no rust.
Needs
clutch.
Good commuter car. $800
or best offer. Call 617-623-8047.

Education

Registration

Activities

include:

Early Bird Aerobics,

Aerobics,

Exercise

Sculpting,

Tennis,

Visual C Programmers.
Exciting
Global Positioning System software
for Windows CE handheld computers.
Salary negotiable, full or part-time,
summer & permanent positions available. http://www.teletype.com/gps.
Brookline on T, 734-9700.

more

of the MIT
fee.

call

Achleva SC Sports

Coupe Series1.

Red, black interior,

automatic,

AM/FM,

cruise

control,

ABS, Keyless

Dual Airbags,

Alarm,

6,500

Full warranty!

miles,

brand new! $12k.

Entry,

Loaded!

Only

Almost

617-253-9718

SUMMER POSITIONS with local firm ..
Starting pay: $12.15 up to $20 to
start.
No experience
necessary.
Good communications
skills a must.
Professional atmosphere.
Fall intern7
ships & scholarships
available.
Apply now work' begins after finals.
781-891-0177
PI:EASE HELP US A loving couple
needs help to have a baby.
We
need a woman of some East Indian
. descent between the ages of 21-34
years
of age to donate
her
eggs(oocytes)
to help make our.
dream come through.
Financial
compensation
of $7000.00
is
offered for your time and effort.'
If
you can help, please call Kerri at
(781) 942-iooo
ext. 649.
Ref
#8489.
Loving couple experiencing
Infertility seeking caucasian female ag~d
22-33 to be an egg donor. Qualities
sought are sincerity
and compassion.
Financial
compensation.
Please call Beeper No. (781) 8411166

Electrical

Engineering

consumer

electronics

Responsibilities
cuit design,

Student

include:

product

simple

technical

File-Maker

marketing,

ment, implementing

direct mail cam-

paigns, etc. Part time, flexible hours.
See

our

web

page

at:

http://www.technologyarts.com.
Dave J Hoch (MIT

Contact:
(617)

923-8510

~
I
~

.Servlces

~,

~

COUNSEUNG: Mil
confidential

Alumnus provides

counseling

chotherapy.
Convenient

to campus.

information
M.A.,

and psy-

Flexible
contact:

For more
pr

• Travel
EUROPE

- SUMMER

(each

way

Caribb/Mexico
2009.

'98

~ plus
- $199

Fares to all places!

- $159
taxes).

R/T.

Advertising Policy
•
Classified
ads are due at 4:30 p.m.
two days before day of publication, and
must be prepaid and accompanied by a
complete address and phone number .
S'end or bring ads, with payment, to
W20-483 (84 Mass. Ave., Room 483,
Cambridge,
MA 02139).
Account
numbers
for
Mil
departments
accepted.
Sorry, no .personal"
ads.
Contact our office for more details at
258-8324 (fax: 258-8226) or ads@thetech.mit.edu.
per unit of 35 words.

jor";'-.-'-I
i

ii~

~
~

$367 ~
$38.2 ~
$4~O ~
$867.)
$4.24 ~
$748 ~

H~ •• g K~,.g
<Tr~A.

Aclvi.(~.

(

Low

Call 800-326-

http://www.airhitch.org

$5 per Insertion

DO

FARES ARE ROUND rRIP,
NOT IlKlUDE TAllES.
RESTRICTIONS APPLY, SUBJECT TO CHANGE

~ ~Travel

~

~

~
~

~

~

I

pEE: COIIIICil
onlntrmatinnal Educational [u:hln~e

~

273 Newbury St., Boston

(617) 266-1926 ~

~

12 Eliot 51., 2nd R., Cambridge

(617) 497 -1497

~
~
~

MIT Student Center, W20-024

~

I
~

~~~:~~husetts

Ave.

COPYTECH COPYTECH COPYTECH

Arthur Roberts,

C.M.H.C.(617)-247-3395

Fra,. ...:-is...:-~

,~o,~

E52-045
8 am - 6pm

cost.

Email: aroberts@alum.mit.edu

Paris

Wl(~

11-004
8 am -11pm

Offered

Ri~ de Ja,.eir~
Mexi ..
.:-~City

~ <~ ... h(~h.

All Day Wednesday .

nologyarts .com.

£.~ .. d~..

~

'83),

or davehoch@tech-

,

Sa,.

cirsup-

Pro data base develop-

lSummer
~

com-

Coffee & lots of help
copying any las minute
thesis or reports!

port and repair, web page develop-

Talk for Ice Cream! SUbjects needed
to test new chat software. Fun topic.
One hour of anonymous
chat and.
closip,g interview earns you an $8 gift
certificate to Toscanini's. , Respond
to tara@media.mit.edu.
Request
Monday, May 18th, or Tuesday, May
19tn, at 1pm or 4pm.

~

of a

"virtual"

ment and maintenance,

• Information

~
~

(20 Ib white paper only)

or

pany producing a variety of products.

•

ILast Call

II al Stu e ts for
a G EAT emester!
All self- ervice copyi g
2 Ce t per side

781-646-8762.

needed to help run all aspects
The
Software
Productivity
Consortium
is looking for Agent
Negotiation Technology Researchers:
All Levels: BS/MS/PhD, Career opportunities, Washington, DC metro area,
Highly competitive salaries. For more
information
see: http://www.software.org/pub/job/iCresearch.html.
For consideration, please forward your
resume to Software
Productivity
Consortium, HR Dept. 21, 2214 Rock
Hill Road, Herndon, VA 20170, or eail: hr@software.org,
or fax (703)
.42-7200

"

P.E.

1997 Oldsmobile
4-speed

,

For

the

Office at 253-4291.

A/C,
Get Paid To Party!!!!!
Festive Events
is looking for outgoing
people to
learn the fine art of OJ entertaining.
Great source of extra cash. Full training provided! Must have car. Must
be available weekends.
Call 1-508881-1095 for more info.

Classes

for a modest

information,

Body
Scuba,

Yoga.

are open to all members
community

Step

Fitness,

Sailing,

Swimming,

.'nformatlon

Center
offered

'

I
~

i
~
~
~

(617) 225-2555 ~
;

M.I~T.'Communi y
Summer Soft a

1998
Umpire Meeting
New Umpires Welcome!

Wednesday 13 May
.5:30pm
Student Center
3rd Floor,PDR1
Umpire Clinic:Thursday
21 May, 5:30pm, 1-190
For more information, contact:
Mark'S. Throop, MITCSS Coordinator
MIT Rm. 50-222,
Messages:978-734-3639,
508-877-9263(h)

I

Page I
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from the secret files of

MQX

somersault into the asphalt

CCinno

n

Uh...yeah, Dad. But I meant number one~'
II

Hey Dad... 1just wrote my name in
the snow by goin' to the bathroom.
I

EARN UP TO $2000
in jllst 4-8 weeks!
Memolink needs one highly
motivated individual to direct
their summer sales/marketing
project at M.LT .. Please call
Aaron at 888-509-6380 for
more information. Internship'
opportunities availible.

Going to be
around for the
summer?
Work on The
Tech's summer
issues!
Call 253-1541
and ask for Doug

This is the opportunity of a life time to travel
and make money. Qualify as a Daewoo Campus
Advisor and get a FREE trip* to Korea.Then
you'll be at the center of a unique. marketing
program that will launch Daewoo into the V.S
market during 1998.**
From the moment you arrive in Seoul, Korea
this summer your days will be crammed full of
exciting, new experiences. You'll see Daewoo products, visit Daewoo production facilities and enjoy
Korean culture. The "DiscoverDaewoo" program
is an experience you'll never forget.

Then when you return to
college as a Daewoo Campus
Advisor,***you'll have the oppor~
tunity to earn money and purchase
a new Daewoo car at a substantial discount.
Help build a new car company by helping us
market Daewoo cars during your spare time.
... Complete details will be provided at a later date.
with various state regulations.

** Rules of this program may uary to comply
**. Subject to eLigibility and qualifications.

:=~;
lAItCUT SlUDUT
TJIAVll OltGAlMlAnOlt.

ST/j
STA TRAVEL

BOOK YOUR TICK"

We'..............
ONLINE AT:

o e
$50K, from Page I
who ab olutely insi ted that he or
she must remain anonymou , there
i a full first prize for each of the
two contestant ," he aid.
Competition build

proce

The 50K Competition hopes to
chieve more than just a succes ful
ontest. "The judges take [the 50K
motto] of creating tomorrow' leading firms to heart. We want to
encourage firms that, looking back
ten years from now, would have
either revolutionized the industry or
become really viable," Shepard said.
This year's competition aimed to
build the alumni network and establish the Institute as a leader in entrepreneurism. In March, the organizing team hosted the first-ever
alumni reunion and $50K global
startup workshop.
The final awards ceremony last
Thursday demonstrated the strength
of the MIT alumni network, which
an Inc. Magazine article called the
"MIT mafia." The three announcers
had all been through the process
themselves once and were willing to
act as role models for this year's
contestants.
Krisztina Holly '89 and Michael
P. Cassidy '85 won the competition
back when the prize was the $10K
in 1991 with Stylus Innovations,
which was sold in 1996 for $12.8
million. She announced that they
will give back the $10K to this
_ear's
first runner-up.
Ronjon Nag SM '91, a general
manager of the Motorola Lexicus
Division, was also a 1991 participant. His company, Lexicus, was
acquired by Motorola,
and Nag
became "the fastest MIT alumni to
make it to the cover of Fortune
Magazine after graduation."
The third winner announcer was
David T. Morgenthaler
'40 of
Morgenthaler Ventures. He was the
recipient of the National Venture
Capitalist Association
L.Ifetime
Achievement
Award. He' and his
wife have been key sponsors of the
$50K program for five years.
"Today, people are really thinking entrepreneurially, which is a relatively new concept," Porter said.
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~_.. • etworks
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'There'
a great deal of apital
a ailabl to upport su h endea ors.
I think it's great for American and
mankind in gen ral to ha that kind
of opportunity."
ho
db
'cto
e're ju t completely hocked.
e are a non-profit organization,"
aid the member of the olunteer
ommunity Connection upon
inning the 30,000 grand prize. They
ha e a unique presence
in this
year'
50K, being the only nonprofit organization among the finalists, and one of two such teams in
the entire competition.
When we made it to the finals,
we realized that they weren't going
to exclude us on the basis that we're
non-profit" said VCC's Director of
Business Development,
Jonathan
Allen '96.
"It's just amazing that they actually considered a non-profit plan,"
said Richard
an ford '96, VCC's
Director of Agency Services.
VCC matches volunteers with
non-profit organizations based on the
volunteers' interests and concerns.
By developing
an online search
engine, VCC hopes to provide
opportunities for an estimated 1.25
million American volunteers and a
95 percent savings on recruitment
mailings for non-profit agencies.
Other members of VCC include
Michael Bryzek '99, director sales
and marketing,
Oumi Mehrotra,
chief technology
officer, Emily
Sandberg,
director
of the MIT
Public Service Center, and Mark Y.
Sun '00, volunteer coordinator.
Direct Hit to donate prize money
Direct Hit, the co-grand prize
winner, provides a patent-pending
software that will "increase search
engine performance by 300 to 1,000
percent." The product ranks search
results based on what people who
used similar queries actually chose
to give more targeted search results.
-'!Gary Cullis, 1nventor of the' idea,
is a 3rd year Harvard Law School
student specializing in patent law.
"It's a simple idea that got its genesis in the capital market the way
stock prices are set based on the
buying and selling equity of people

PHOTO COURTESY MIT 50K ENTREPRE

EURSHIP COMPETITIO

Michael M. Bryzek '98 (center), founder of Volunteer Community Connection, speaks with MIT
Corporation Chairman Alexander V. d'Arbeloff '49 (right), at the Deans' reception prior to the Mil $50K
final awards ceremony Thursday n ght. Bryzek was one of the $50K c~grand prize winners.
accessing the market," Cullis said.
'Y ou can view us kind of like a
market confirmation, where people
accessing these search engines basically determine their own [relevancy] ranking."
Cassidy will act as the CEO of
Direct Hit. "This is entrepreneurship, it's capitalism ... I love it.
People go in, work hard, and get
rewarded for it. The competition
just speeds everything up," he said.
Steven Yang G created the prototype for Direct Hit and may postpone obtaining
his Master
of
Engineering degree because he won
the competition. "All my plans have
changed," he said, "it's the greatest
opportunity of my life to date."
Upon being announced the winner, Cassidy declared that Direct Hit
will donate its $30,000 prize to the
other finalists. The company has
already raised $1.3 milliod in venture money, so "I think it's' the right
thing to do to let the other people
have the prize money so they can
get started
just
like [Stylus
Innovations] did eight years ago,"
Cassidy said.

This year's $50K runner-up,
Carsoft
is headed
by Chief
Executive Officer Charles Myers G,
Chief Technology
Officer Diego
Borrego G, and Chief Operations
Officer Morten Gunnarshaug G.
Carsoft designs and manufactures software automotive diagnostic
tools with the slogan, "software that
lets you know what your car is
thinking." This information is in the
same format as those used by car

,
(-I

mechanics today. "Consumers have
the ability to do their own estimates
on their car" before they take it to
maintenance or repair, Gunnarshaug
said.
Winning the $10,000 cash prize
"has given us a great experience,
great contact, and it will be a very
good record when we start the company,"
Gunnarshaug
said.
Developers are currently working on
the prototype of this new product.

~,

iLb

Cash in on
your education
right away
At Harvard Book Store, we pay top prices for
used paperbacks. And we pay cash" .immediately!
See us today to cash in on your education right away!

Harvard
Book Store
SINCE

1932

1256 Mass, Ave., Cambridge (Harvard Square) • 661-1616

Book Buying Hours
lOam-4pm Monday through Saturday
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TIll week's athlete are Eric Chen '00 and Lila French '00. Chen
recently beat the top ranked Division III tenni player in the country
and qualified for the CAA national tournament in single and doubles, which wilJ be be held next week. French became the first MIT
woman to win a ew England Division III outdoor track and field
individual event, when he captured the pole vault in the recent
championship
meet. French vaulted 2.89 meters (9'5") to set a
women's course record at Connecticut College.
The thJetes of the Week feature is sponsored by the MIT Varsity
Club.

Eric Chen '00

Lila French '99

Men's Tennis

AlAI BHARADWAJ-THE

TECH

Robin Evans '99 competes in the 4x800 meter relay last Saturday at Tufts University.

Track and Field

Age: 18
Major: Economics
Hometown: Topeka, Kan.
Years participating in sport: 11

Major: Computer Science
Hometown: Metairie, La.
Years playing sport: 2

Most memorable moment:
Hanging out at Coco de Nuts
during our spring break trip
to Puerto Rico
Future plans: To become a
lawyer and enjoy life

Most memorable moment:
setting a one-and-a-half foot
personal record at the New
England Division III
Championship last year
Future plans: 12'+, baby!

"The most important thing is to
compete and have fun out there."

"I love pain."

Age: 21

Write sports for The Tech
Call Shao at 253-1541

Congratulations to the following newly
inducted members of Eta Kappa Nu
Eric Allison
Eladio Arvelo
Lijin Aryananda
Eralp Atmaca
Smriti Banthia
Kathryn F. Benedicto
Hristo Boj inov
Lyudmila Borodavkina
Jeffrey S. Brown
Anit Chakraborty
Cheng Cheng
Ada H. Cheung
Dwaine Clarke
Matthew Debski
Mitali Dhar
Anjali Dhond
David DiFranco
Lauren Fletcher
Kevin E. Fu
Krzysztof Z. Gajos
Holly Gates
Joseph George
Siddhartan Govindasamy
Hisham Hasan
Tracey C. Ho
John Holmes
Kai-Yuh Hsiao
Kyle Ingols

Joseph Irineo
Damian Isla
Valencia Joyner
Peter Ju
Manolis Kamvysselis
Leiter Kang
AmitKhetan
May-Li Khoe
Hur Koser
Adam B. Kropp
Eric Kuo
Marc Lebovitz
Seungyong Lee
Edmond Lee
Michael G. Leonida
Jonathan Lie
Durodami J. Lisk
Jonathan Loflin
Ian Lorilla
Albert Lu
Ming-Hokng Maa
Alexander Mamishev
Ovidiu Marina
Janet Marques
Anne M. Mitzel
YukaMiyake
Fernando J. Paiz
Mukaya Panich

Tassanee Payakapan
Jef Pearlman

Brenton Phillips
Kevin Pipe
Sofya Pogreb
Sandia Ren
Dennis Ruhl
Maya R. Said
Keith Santarelli
Philip Sarin
Aalok Shah
Svetlana Shnitser
Jamie Song
Valentin Spitkovsky
Jeff Steinheider
Felice Sun
Svetoslav Tzvetkov
Elliot L. Waingold
Xingheng Wang
Arjuna Wijeyekoon
Tammy Yap
June Yiu
Yevgeniya Zemlyakova
Lyudmila Zemlyakova
Ruogu (Michael) Zhang
Xiaozhen Zhang
Mingjuan (Florence) Zhu

